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Grow Your Mind
Nurture Your Practice
ABMP webinars make continuing education easy
By Karrie Osborn

T

eachers do it. Plumbers do it. Even doctors do it.
Continuing education (CE) is an old concept finding
new legs with today’s technology. This type of

education is typically intended for the non-traditional adult
learner; for professionals like you, it’s often a necessary
endeavor to maintain your state, national certification, and/
or association requirements, as well as to expand your
knowledge and stay current with the profession.
In an effort to give members greater opportunities for
continued education, ABMP has offered a comprehensive
webinar program at ABMP.com since 2007, with sessions
designed specifically for massage and bodywork therapists,
school administrators, instructors, and students. These webinars
have become an easy way for ABMP members to participate in
lifelong learning and professional development at their own
pace, all from the convenience of their own computer.
“Continuing education is an opportunity for continuing
professional development,” says ABMP President Les Sweeney,
NCTM, “which means an improvement of one’s skills and,
ultimately, marketability.” Sweeney says ABMP developed its
webinar program to honor “our commitment to helping members
be successful, to offer them a cost-effective delivery of services, and
to demonstrate a continued added value of ABMP membership.”
Many of you are taking advantage of that added value. In 2011
alone, there were more than 12,000 “views” of all the live and
archived webinars available at ABMP.com. From “Using Facebook
to Grow Your Massage Practice” to “Low-Back Pain,” members
took advantage of the variety of courses ABMP makes available.
In addition to offering topics that help you find success in
your career, we also make an effort to partner with the top
names in the massage profession who can offer our members
exciting, often cutting-edge information they can utilize in
their practice.
Our school and instructor members can also benefit from
ABMP’s Online Education Center, which offers a wealth
of topics on developing effective orientations, preventing
sexual harassment on massage campuses, implementing great
admissions practices, and tips for classroom management topics,
among many others.
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With ABMP’s Online Education Center you can:
> Choose from a list of meaningful, enriching courses and free webinars.
> Start a course or webinar and finish it at a later date.
> Earn CE hours and fulfill your state, national certification, and/or association requirements.

There are currently 60 recorded webinars available to
members for on-demand viewing in the ABMP Online Education
Center at www.abmp.com. For live events, webinar invitations
are sent out two weeks in advance. If you are not currently
receiving webinar invitations, make sure ABMP has your correct
email address by logging in to the Member section at ABMP.com
and choosing “Update Your Contact Information” under “Your
ABMP Account.”
Visit ABMP.com today to see what educational opportunities
are waiting for you!
Karrie Osborn is editor of Different Strokes. Contact her at karrie@abmp.com.

Start Learning Today

For Archived Webinars:
> Log in to the Member section at ABMP.com.
>C
 lick on the “ABMP Online Education Center”
and review the available webinars.
> Select and view an archived webinar instantly.
For Live Webinars:
> Go to ABMP.com and click on the “Upcoming
ABMP Webinars” on the right.
>S
 croll down to select and register for the event
of your choice. You will receive a confirmation
email with a link to the live presentation.
 iew the live presentation and listen to the
>V
presenter through your computer speakers
(or call in to listen).
 eplay a recording of the live presentation at
>R
your convenience for on-demand and repeated
viewing by going to ABMP.com.

Do we have your email?

Update your info at

ABMP.com.

Learning from the Best

ABMP has partnered with many of the top names in the
profession. Here are some webinars you won’t want to miss.

Thomas Myers

Noted author and educator Thomas Myers offers
an amazing series from his bestselling massage
book Anatomy Trains. His course, BodyReading
the Myofascial Meridians, is a revolutionary new
way of understanding the body’s myofascial
patterning. In the first webinar, Myers overviewed
the process of BodyReading: how it works in practice and how
to get started in making useful assessments. In the following
webinars, he will go through the Anatomy Trains line by line,
teasing out the details, as well as the larger patterns and
meaning within each line. If you haven’t been participating
in this series, which started in May, catch up by viewing the
archived replays in ABMP’s Online Education Center, and join
us through February for the rest of this inspiring event. The
series consists of seven one-hour webinars:
AVAILABLE NOW
“BodyReading the Anatomy Trains Myofascial Meridians”
“The Superficial Front Line”
“The Superficial Back Line”
“The Lateral Lines”
STILL TO COME
November 22: “The Spiral Lines”
January 26, 2012: “The Arm and Shoulder Lines”
February 23, 2012: “The Core”

Til Luchau

Another series of interest to our members,
“Ethics for the Real World,” comes from educator
and Massage & Bodywork columnist Til Luchau,
who presents real-life scenarios to offer a new
understanding about the power and potential of
the client/practitioner relationship. This course
meets NCBTMB’s requirement for six hours of
continuing education in ethics. The focus is on
fresh perspectives relating to boundaries, money, and
other real world issues. Find this six-part series archived
in the Online Education Center.

tune in to your practice at ABMPtv
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Karrie Osborn
Editor, ext. 617, karrie@abmp.com
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Director of Member Development, ext. 623
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Mary Heinz
Member Benefits Manager, ext. 628, maryh@abmp.com
Jean Robinson
Government Relations Director, ext. 645, jean@abmp.com

Different Strokes is a bimonthly supplement to Massage &
Bodywork magazine, published by Associated Bodywork
& Massage Professionals.
No part of this publication may be reproduced or
transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any
information storage and retrieval system, without specific
written permission from ABMP. The views expressed herein
are those of the authors, and not necessarily of the publisher
or its advertisers. Publisher cannot be responsible for any
unsolicited articles or materials, or the return of such
items. Publisher cannot be held responsible for content of
advertisements. The information contained herein is for
educational purposes only and is not intended as advice
for self-treatment. ©2011 All rights reserved.

Update Your Contact Information
If you’ve moved, changed your email address, added or
canceled a phone line, or if any other contact information
has changed, please let us know. We want to be sure you’re
receiving your ABMP publications and membership-related
communications in a timely manner.
Update your contact info by logging in to the Members
section of ABMP.com or contact us by phone or email, as
listed above.
Join the ABMP Community Online
www.facebook.com/ABMPpage
@ABMPmassage
www.linkedin.com/company/abmp
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Members in the News
Congratulations!
You can find links to the articles listed here on the ABMP website.
Log in to ABMP.com, look for the “ABMP Community” section on the
right, then click on the “ABMP Members in the News” link.

Kimberly Blanton in “$1K Massage License Fee May Be Eliminated,”
Potomac Local.
Scott Butler in “Therapeutic Massage and Bodywork Course Open
House Sept. 7,” Cape Gazette.
Cindy Carlson-Wilson in “Study Provides Evidence About Benefits of
Massage Therapy,” The Joplin Globe.
Litahni Coleman in “A Massage for Alice: Massage Therapy for Seniors,”
Eden Prairie News.
Sorina Durante and David Esposito in “Massage Therapies Benefit
Body, Mind,” Asbury Park Press.
Christine Gallagher in “Acutonics Practitioner Employs Healing
Vibrations at Natural Health Center,” Grand Junction Free Press.
Norell Leung in “15-Second Pitch: Ajna Massage,” Boulder Daily Camera.
Bobby Lewis in “GNTC Massage Therapy Instructor Also Has His Own
Practice,” Rome News-Tribune.
Abbey Rhoads in “Get to Know: Abbey Rhoads,” Des Moines Register.
Aura Rose in “Expressing Healing Beauty and Life,” Live Your Peace radio.
Jean Sefocovic in “Healing Path Massage,” WYNT.com.
Jerri Walston in “Jerri Walston Incorporates Healing Touch Therapy at
Sigler Chiropractic and Wellness Center,” Daily Republican Register.

Tell Us Your News

If your practice was mentioned in print, online, on
the radio, or on TV, let ABMP know. Send an email
to differentstrokes@abmp.com with the subject line
“Members in the News” and include a link to the
news coverage online, or scan and attach a PDF
of printed material.
different strokes

Great Opportunities at World
Massage Conference
for ABMP members
The fall session of the World Massage
Conference (WMC), November 14–16,
is designed to bring the massage
community together for educational
opportunities hard to match in a brickand-mortar event. As in the spring
WMC event, ABMP will host a free
Education Day on November 16, and
invites all massage educators to join ABMP’s Education Director
and others for great information you can use in the classroom
today, including “Gen What? Teaching the Generations” and
“Instructional Clarity Through Scaffolding.” ABMP members get
a 50 percent discount on admission, while each state-approved
school receives two free registrations, courtesy of ABMP and the
WMC, which give educators and students access to replays
of the earlier June WMC conference, as well as the live event,
November 14–16. To register for the WMC, go to

www.worldmassageconference.com.

Connect With
Colleagues

ABMP wants to make it easy for you to find
us, and connect with colleagues everywhere.
That’s why you’ll find us on Facebook, Twitter,
LinkedIn, and Massageprofessionals.com. Use
these resources to ask questions, generate ideas,
network with other professionals, and so much
more. “Like” us on Facebook at www.facebook.
com/abmppage, follow us on Twitter
@ABMPmassage, connect with our LinkedIn
group, and join the conversation with
colleagues at Massageprofessionals.com.

Have a Story to Tell?
Traveled an interesting path to get you where you are
today? Wish ABMP could help you with a particular
business issue? Want to share your passion for your
work? Then let us know. We’d love to hear from you.
Email us at differentstrokes@abmp.com.

Massage Week Success
Congratulations to all of you who participated in EveryBody Deserves a Massage week, July 17–23.
We heard from many members who were using the event to connect with the community, to build
clientele, and to give something back. We hope your endeavors were successful. Here are just a few
ways you reached out:
•A
 mber Hunter, in Tremont, Pennsylvania (see photo, bottom left), collected canned goods for a
local food pantry, with clients receiving $1 off their massage for each item donated.
•L
 ynda Jackson, a new LMT in Illinois, gave complimentary chair massage, with proceeds going to
Habitat for Humanity and YOU, a youth group in Evanston.
•C
 onnie Kates-Williams, Jessica Ballas, and Liz Fear of Whitehall, Pennsylvania (see photo, top
left), offered free massage in exchange for food donations. “We also gave out coupons and tried to
promote ourselves, too. It was a win-win situation.”
•S
 herrie Sims and Lynne Schwartz offered chair massage and reflexology treatments. Proceeds
went to ShelterCare, a nonprofit agency in Eugene/Springfield, Oregon.
Watch for details in the months ahead about the 2012 event on July 15-21.
tune in to your practice at ABMPtv
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The Most Important Things
Ideas to strengthen your practice
By Roberta Langley

W

hile building two successful private practices during
my 13-year career as a massage therapist, I’ve seen a
lot of massage therapists fail. Even though there are
those massage businesses that fail due to circumstances that
can’t be controlled, there are many more that fail because of
something I call an “excess in ego.”
People with an excess in ego are overly rigid in their decision
making, are not open to compromise, will not explore other
options, and will not engage or listen to constructive criticism
or dissenting opinions. These are the individuals who, when
making decisions, tend to get bogged down in minute details
and insist on their own way, instead of focusing on the big
picture and doing what is best for the business. They typically
lose sight of the most important thing: the actual goal of the
decision they are making.
Here are some examples of MT business decisions that can
go wrong when ego takes over and the most important thing in
each decision is forgotten.

Business Cards
When choosing your business cards, get the most professional,
yet least expensive cards you can buy. There are some online
stores that offer them free of charge or for a nominal fee. ABMP
members can log in to ABMP.com, click on the “Marketing
Center” tab and create customized business cards through
Vistaprint (cards start at $1.99 for 500). Your budget may not
allow for printing full color on both sides or using premium
paper, but you can still add your own personal flair without
using all your precious start-up money.

The Most Important Thing: You may not be able to afford
all the bells and whistles, but you will be getting your name and
number into the hands of the people who are your potential clients.
Marketing
A good marketing plan is not a one-size-fits-all endeavor. In fact,
many variables that are unique to you and your business should
help define your marketing plan.
Analyze your current situation and the type of business you
want to have within the next few years. Are you in a small town
or a big city? Are you with a group of therapists or health-care
professionals, or alone? Is your office in a high-traffic area or in
a quieter setting? How much of your financial resources can you
afford to use? What type of clientele do you want to develop?
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It is important that you be honest with yourself during this
process. Saying you want to have high-end clientele and charge
$100 an hour when you are just starting your business may be
true, but it is a highly impractical goal in the beginning. Making
this a long-term goal is something to work toward, but not
something most MTs can start out doing.
Next, research your marketing options. There are many
extremely helpful resources at your disposal:
• Check out the array of books dedicated to massage and
bodywork business and marketing practices.
• Investigate how other MTs are marketing themselves
(websites, social media, print ads, flyers, community events).
• Utilize the business/marketing resources of your professional
associations (ABMP, chamber of commerce, etc.).
• Draw on the advice and experience of other MTs.
Choose several options you think could work for your
business and implement them one or two at a time. Deciding on
one marketing strategy and directing all your resources toward
it is an unnecessary risk. Keep in mind that marketing is not an
exact science; being rigid and single-minded at this stage can
wreck a business before it ever gets a chance to succeed.

The Most Important Thing: Even though marketing is a
challenge, it is extremely necessary to promote your business on
some level in order to be successful.
Office Décor
Through my years, I have
seen MTs spend hundreds
of dollars and innumerable
hours on a treatment room
before they even have one
client. Their rooms may
be decorated exactly as
they want, but they have
no money left over for
marketing, supplies, or
anything else they will need
to start their business.
Forgo extremely eclectic
decorating touches and
keep it professional.
It is possible to
put your own

What You Can Do to Make
Your Business Stronger Today
signature on your office space without alienating clients. Get
other people’s opinions.

The Most Important Thing: Your treatment area needs
to be clean, relaxing, and comfortable in order to promote the
overall enjoyment of the massage, as well as to ensure that
clients will want to come back for another session.

(Visit ABMP.com, log in, and click on
“Marketing Center” for all these ideas and more.)

Create a website; today’s
consumers expect it. Your website
is free at ABMP.com.

Professional Demeanor
How your clients see you and think of you is extremely
important—even when you have established clientele. Always
look clean and neat. Your attire should always be professional,
never provocative, sloppy, or too eclectic. Avoid team logos
or political and religious references—never assume that just
because a person likes your massages they feel the same way you
do about personal issues.
Do not discuss your personal problems with your clients and
especially do not project any negative feelings onto your clients.
Feelings of extreme sadness, anxiety, worry, and anger will
transfer to the person receiving your massage. If you cannot put
them out of your mind (and especially out of your hands), it is
far better to cancel the session than to appear that you are not in
control of your emotions.

The Most Important Thing: Even though we are in a very
personal business, you need to present yourself as a professional.
Keep your personal problems in check and keep them to yourself.
Client Interaction
I have many clients that used to visit other MTs and switched
because these therapists did not meet their needs.
First, avoid being a Chatty Cathy. If you are the least bit
attentive to your client, this should not be an issue. Watching
and listening to how your client is responding during a session
is one of the basic tenets of massage therapy. Some clients like
to talk during a session, but if they do not engage you, or never
respond to what you are saying, it probably means they prefer to
be quiet.
Second, always be clear with what the client wants. Pressure
that is too hard is a common complaint. In the beginning, and
periodically throughout the session, MTs should ask clients
about the pressure or technique being used. If the client requests
lighter pressure or to stop a certain technique, that request
should be respected and implemented immediately. We should
never forget that the client on the table can feel quite vulnerable

Stay in touch with your clients
by creating a customized client
newsletter. Now is the perfect time
to share holiday specials or your gift
certificate program.

Educate your clients by forwarding
them a digital copy of ABMP’s
massage consumer magazine,
Body Sense. (Find the newest issue
in the “Marketing Center” under
“Publications.”)

Create customized, inexpensive
business cards for networking,
professional referrals, and all
client interactions.

tune in to your practice at ABMPtv
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and it is a privilege to have them trust us enough to give them
a massage. No matter what we have learned or how much we
know as a massage therapist, we should never assume we know
what is best for the client.

The Most Important Thing: You should not only be aware,
but be sensitive and respectful as to how the massage you are
giving is affecting your client and be ready to amend your
session/technique/attitude accordingly.
The Most Important Thing—It’s All Worth It
With all of the compromising, budgeting, and planning that
goes into having your own business, it can be intimidating. But
the fact remains—it is simply amazing to practice massage. A
complete stranger trusts you to use your learned techniques to
help them. Utilizing your gift of touch makes people feel better.
There are many other professions in which you can make more
money, but few will afford you the satisfaction and enjoyment of
practicing massage therapy.

Embrace Humility

The best way to ensure you do not suffer from an excess in
ego is to practice humility. Here are a few suggestions:
Listen more than you talk. Hear the people closest to
you when they are giving advice and seek out the counsel of
others who are familiar with your business. Be open to any
and all opinions—glean any useful information, and judge
for yourself whether or not to take action.
Never stop learning. Read MT magazines and books—
you can pick up some useful advice about business practices,
techniques, and new trends in your industry. Explore the
continuing education opportunities available to you.
Make a scheduled day of reflection. Block off an entire
morning or afternoon for yourself every few months to take
an objective look at all aspects of your business. Ask yourself: Are my marketing decisions resulting in new clients? Are
my new clients returning? Why did some of my new clients
not schedule future appointments? Are my clients reacting
favorably to my office environment? What is the state of my
finances? How can I cut my expenses? Keep the things that
are working, let go of the things that are not.

Roberta Langley, LMT, is an ABMP member from Dallas, Texas.

Join ABMP at the American Massage Conference
San Diego, April 20–22, 2012

Mark your calendars and join ABMP next spring at the American
Massage Conference (AMC) in beautiful San Diego. This second
annual AMC will be held at the Town and Country Resort &
Conference Center, April 20–22, 2012.
A $40 registration fee gets you access to 25 one-hour
continuing education (CE) courses. For additional fees, you can
participate in full-day or three-hour CE courses. You’ll also have
access to a trade show with more than 100 booths where you
can connect with ABMP and other vendors, learn about new
products and modalities, and network with other MTs.

ABMP’s Anne Williams, Leslie Young, and Brian Halterman hosted the booth
at the 2011 American Massage Conference in Atlanta. Photo by Art Gibert.
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ABMP is the conference
education sponsor and
is pleased to host the
Friday evening keynote
featuring Deane Juhan,
author of Job’s Body: A
Handbook for Bodywork
and Touched by the Angel:
The Physical, Psychological,
and Spiritual Powers of
Bodywork. Juhan has been
a bodyworker for 38 years
and teaches workshops in
anatomy and physiology.
With a private practice in
Deane Juhan will present the ABMPBerkeley, California, Juhan
sponsored keynote, “Job’s Body Renewed:
has been a practitioner and
Healing Our Sacred Wounds,” at the
2012 American Massage Conference.
instructor of the Trager
Approach for 32 years.
For his rare guest appearance at the AMC, Juhan will crystallize
further reflections on Job’s Body, his own decades of experience as a
bodyworker and teacher, and the expanding potential of bodywork
as a force for health and education in our challenging times.
Log on to www.americanmassageconference.com to register
and learn more about the CE opportunities available. We look
forward to seeing you there!
different strokes

Government Affairs
By Jean Robinson

Continuing Education: Changes Ahead
Since the beginning of 2011, continuing education (CE) has been
a hot topic at the national level.
In the massage therapy profession, the National Certification
Board for Therapeutic Massage and Bodywork (NCBTMB) has
traditionally been charged with the responsibility of approving
CE providers. However, many regulatory boards now are
requiring CE providers to apply individually for state approval,
instead of the previous blanket acceptance of NCBTMBapproved providers.
These duplicative approval processes are leading to a
significant cost increase for providers who end up having to
pay fees for approval in multiple states, instead of just being
“NCBTMB-approved.” It’s probably no surprise to you that CE
providers then pass on this cost to massage therapists and CE
becomes more expensive for practitioners.
Continuing education is a vital part of the certification
programs offered by the NCBTMB, and certification is voluntary.
As an independent certification board, the NCBTMB sets
standards for recertification, as well as what CE is necessary and
recognized to meet those standards. A problem exists, however,
because not all courses recognized or approved by the NCBTMB
(and its recertification) are accepted for state licensing renewal.
For example, some states don’t allow licensed massage therapists
to count the CE they completed in a technique that is exempt
from licensing. NCBTMB doesn’t keep track of what each state
deems “acceptable” CE.
In March 2011, responding to requests from its member
boards (which are state regulatory boards), the Federation of
State Massage Therapy Boards (FSMTB) announced plans to
develop a new national program to approve CE providers and
courses. The FSMTB CE program is intended to provide a
more unified structure to ensure that CE courses are taught by
qualified instructors, are relevant to scope of practice, and focus
on standards for licensure renewal.
In May 2011, NCBTMB hosted a meeting to discuss its plan
to review, reassess, and restructure its Approved Provider/
Continuing Education Program in 2011. Approximately threefourths of the states that require massage therapists to be
licensed require licensees to complete ongoing education in
order to renew their licenses. ABMP’s position is that there is
a difference between continued competency and professional
development. The purpose of regulating a profession is to
protect the public from unqualified practitioners. Which CE
courses should be required to ensure the public is protected?
We hope this is one of the questions considered as the CE
process evolves.

ABMP will keep its members updated on any further
information surrounding the initiatives announced by FSMTB
and NCBTMB. We intend to advocate for a thoughtful approach
and streamlined process that considers cost to practitioners as
part of the equation.

Illinois Requiring LMTs to Display License
Governor Quinn signed SB 153 into law on August 23, 2011.
The bill reauthorizes the Massage Therapy Practice Act until
January 1, 2022 and makes several technical changes to the law.
The Illinois Massage Licensing Board (MLB) also revised
several rules that are now in effect.
• The Massage & Bodywork Licensing Examination (MBLEx)
offered by the Federation of State Massage Therapy Boards
(www.fsmtb.org) has been added as an approved licensure
exam.
• Massage therapist licenses are required to be displayed in the
licensee’s place of practice.
Jean Robinson is the government relations director for ABMP.
Contact her at jean@abmp.com.

tune in to your practice at ABMPtv
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To see a list of all individuals
who have been ABMP
members for 10+ years,
log in to ABMP.com.

CONGRATULATIONS! 10- year M embers
Mary Adams
Ruth Ann Agius
Sharon Meader Albrecht
Janet Lynn Allen
David Almo
Kathryn Marie Altermatt
Eulie Anderson
Sherry L. Anderson
Gail Ardouny
Michael Artim
Teresa Avila
Paul M. Bajnok
Kenneth Balduchi
Gina Bari Bank
Ligita Barniskis
Jennifer M. Bartlett
Shelby Bearschild
Erin A. Beeman
Kathryn Bell
Roberto E. Benedicto
Katherine R. Bensing
Tammy Benz-Jeppeson
Cynthia Berger
Evelyn M. Bilyeu-Cox
Peter Bomelburg
David E. Bostwick
Marisela Bracho
Jayne Brogan
Karen M. Brooks
Linda D. Brown
Michelle Renee Brown
Melody Ann Bryant
Katherine P. Burke
Melissa Burth
Sandra Susan Burton
Kitty Busick
Terry Bussard
M. Renee Bussell
Marcia L. Cadola
Terry J. Capuano
Jane A. Carlson
Shawn R. Cassady
Dean P. Chang
Christine Cipriano
Susan Carter Clift
Luan (Gypsy) Cloud
Anna E. Coe
Storm A. Cole
Catherine Rhea Colmar
Norman R.A. Colter

Lynne P. Compton
Ruth A. Coopee
Darcy Costa-Soss
Amanda Costales
Patrice M. Cowhig
Ernest Crook
Brooksie L. Davis
Steven R. Davis
Melissa Dawe
Franne Demetrician
Amanda Jean Denman
Joyce Devoid
Denise M. DiMauro
Dennis J. Domagala
Pamela Dressen
Margaret Dutton
Catharine Eberhart
Phillip H. Erickson
Jeffrey S. Evans
Susan Loretta Fairbanks
Karen Fairweather
Mark A. Falcone
Patricia Faulkner
Sallie Knowlton Felton
Heather A. Ferrari
Clidia Moreta Ferreras
Danielle Fidanza
Jennifer A. Figliomeni
Mary Ann Finch
Paula Mary Alice Fitchner
Catherine Fitzmaurice
Terry L. Fletcher
Leigh B. Folstad
Robin L. Foster
Aimee Freeman
Kayse Gehret
Jennifer Lynn Giannotta
Kathleen M. Gillen
Kevin Gleave
Ann Gonzales
Jessica Gonzales
Denise D. Grandi
Christopher I. Grauch
Gina Greene
Kathy Gruver
Sandra Leahy Gustafson
Cathie A. Hall
Virginia Hall
Yael Halpern
Susan Hankey

Daniel Leslie Hanneman
Dianne Hansen
Janet Harris
Melvin R. Harrison
Charles R. Hartwig
Kristy Heaton
Sherry Ann Heckel
Barbara J. Hinkle
Mona S. Hoban
Irwin D. Hoenig
Mary Hogan
Sharon A. Holleman
Mary Beth Holtz
Martha J. Hopf
Linda Hourihan
Michael Huber
Karen Hutchins
Dawn Illg
Felecia M. James
Chris Janaky
Carl Johns
Claudia N. Johnson
Deborah Jones
Donice Jones
Valerie Kaesemacher
Deborah Kay Karsen
Melissa Keane
Brenda Keeney
Beth Kelley-Austin
Anna Beth Kelly
Deborah Lee Kelly
Solange Kiekeman
Patricia Ann Kleindl
Gretchen Ann Kloeppel
Katharine A. Koeppen
Leslie Kullberg
Eileen Laird
Jeffrey J. Lambert
Lisa M. Larsen-Moss
Jeanne Lynn Lecher
Michaela Lemieux
Karen Leuchtmann
Paula Li
Mark W. Lidlow
Sage Lindon
Kenneth Line
Scott Link
Luther L. Lockard
Karen Olson Mader
Anne M. Malloy

Joan M. Maresca
Luther Wayne Martin
Marci Ann Martin
Meredith Martin
Donna Lea Mathew
Kimberly A. McKay
Katherine J. McManus
Stephanie Jo Meadows
Christine Merrill
Donna J. Miller
Lori Miller-Freitas
Ashley Milligan
Renee Mongiovi Swasey
Lori Morrill
Jerald R. Munson
Sandra Kay Murphy
Deborah Niebuhr
Philip Noguchi
Luann Overmyer
Karin Padden
Ann Papineau
Deborah M. Parker
Mary Jane Parks
Marybeth Paul
Kari A. Pincin
Brandee Prugh
Cindy Rafferty
Kristine A. Ragusa
Kimberly Ramirez
Kim Ramsey
Beatrice Read
Debra Reed
Misty Rhodes
Josephine Rigos
Nancy L. Rosa
David Runge
Dolores M. Samora
Jamie Scannell
Martha R. Schafer
Barbara Schatz
Kathy Schauer
Judith A. Schisel
Joan Schmeltz
Celia Lynne Schmidt
Rita Scholl
Sharon Schuk
Roberta Ann Scott
Leslie Shawver

Tammy Lynn Sheppard
Susan M. Shields
Abigail Shyka
Deborah L. Sinclair
Nicole Snyder
Samra Sorhe
James Soubie
Leslie Spring
Angel Lee Stahr
Elizabeth Ann Stark-Rouse
Francisca Steevensz
Kalen Steeves
Patricia Ann Stratton
Maya Streamer
Cyndy Streitz
Magda S. Swisher
Patricia Denise Taliaferro
Tammy Ann Tanaka
Kathryn Tessendorf
Kathleen Tokos
Susan P. Toliver
Joan M. Tomlinson
John C. Tresise
Ari Anne Trollen
Heidi Ueeck
Janet A. Valinski
Christine Verstat
Karen Viera
Michael Edward Vilain
Amy L. Walcott
Tammy Renee Walker
Karen L. Warner
Amy Weil
Vicki E. Wheeler
Kimberli White Otter
Carol Whitmore
Mary A. Wilhelm
Danielle Eliza Wilson
Dale R. Winger
Kathy L. Winger
Joyce A. Woody
Joseph M. Wozneak
Dustin Wright
Karen A. Wright
Patricia J. Wright
Paula Young
Jerry A. Yuvan

CONGRATULATIONS! 20- year M embers
Ruth A. August
Lesliann M. Bailey
Rochelle C. Bauman
Linda Bienenfeld
Sharrel L. Boike
Mark Braukman
Beth Cachat
Shelley L. Cobert
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November

December 2011

Mark D. Cohen
Debra M. Colvard
Doris Marie Crocker
Nadine E. Cutler
Bonnie L. Elza
Kristi L. Flanigan
Anne E. Friedman
William F. Gochenour

Janet A. Ignasiak
Janus Kirr
Carolan McFarland
Claudia A. Mierau
Mary Louise Miller
Marjorie A. Muentz
Ann E. Piccone
Rachel P. Rosen

Catherine C. Scarpello
Fenna Diephuis Stoub
Catherine G. Teal
Daniela C. Urbassek
Tiare J. Welch
H. Matthew Williams

different strokes

Member Profile
By Jed Heneberry

Diana Howell
Los Alamitos, California
ABMP Member Since 2006

A

s an engineer, Diana Howell was responsible for analyzing
systems and making sure all the pieces fit correctly. Now,
as a massage and craniosacral therapist, she sees many
similarities between her current and former professions.

Changing Paths
The joy in Howell’s voice is evident when she discusses her
journey from engineer to massage therapist. “It was sort of like a
wave,” she says. After a year of meditation classes, she enrolled
in a class on bodywork. “I finally got to the point where I had
to revisit why I was in engineering. I went to a career counselor
and she laughed at me and said, ‘You are such a round peg in
a square hole.’ I looked at her and said, ‘Does this mean I can
become a massage therapist?’”
Howell eased into her new career, relishing the newfound
flexibility and enjoying the additional time available for family.
“I started working with chiropractors, then worked with an
osteopath for five years,” she says. “I learned a lot and realized
that if I had known what I was good at 20 years ago, I might
have gone to medical school. But you have to take your own
way to get there.”

Once an Engineer, Always an Engineer

Diana Howell still applies her engineering background to her work
as a massage therapist today.

One of the things that continues to help facilitate Howell’s
transition is her ABMP membership, which includes benefits
she uses to educate herself and her clients. “I use the website
resources to look up articles for my clients, for example if they
were just diagnosed with fibromyalgia,” she says. “Some of the
really interesting articles to me are more about the physiology of
things, and that’s my engineering background, wanting to know
how things work.”

Building on Inspiration
Howell’s path has seen her work with chiropractors, osteopaths,
and at the spa on the Queen Mary; currently it has her working
with Massage Envy and in her own private practice. These varied
settings have expanded her appreciation for the profession
and created a thirst for new experiences and challenges. “The
more I do it, the more I love it,” she says. “I’m now focusing
on my specialties—craniosacral therapy and somato emotional
release—and pursuing further lymphatic training, because there’s
a huge need for that.”
There are times when Howell thinks back on her days as an
engineer, but she is confident that massage therapy is where
she is supposed to be. “I’m an engineer every day,” she says. “I
miss my friends, I miss the steady money and the benefits, but
I do not miss the stress, I do not miss any of the craziness. The
benefits of doing something I love and working with people
outweighs anything that I miss.”
For those who are considering a career change to massage
therapy, or who may have undergone one and are having second
thoughts, Howell has the following advice: “If it’s your dream,
don’t give up on it,” she says. “If massage therapy is really what
gives you a lot of happiness and
a lot of essence back, even if
you just keep doing it part time,
left engineering
keep doing it and keep your
hands in it.”

Since making her career change, Howell has come to see the
common bonds between her current and former professions.
“This is the funny part,” she says. “I haven’t really left engineering
because I’m still doing engineering for bodies every day.”
While the two fields may seem very different at first glance,
Howell feels like her experiences have uniquely prepared her for
the challenges she faces as an MT. “It’s really exciting to me to
look at a person and see a pattern of pain or a problem going on
and find out what’s contributing to it, what it’s contributing to,
how the person is perpetuating
this, and what I can do as a
massage therapist to help start
“I haven’t really
them looking at how to heal,” she
says. “The analytical part—the
because I’m still
anatomy and physiology—is
really interesting to me, but what
engineering for bodies
really floats my boat is watching
people heal themselves.”

doing

every day.”

Jed Heneberry is assistant editor
at ABMP. He can be reached at
jed@abmp.com.

tune in to your practice at ABMPtv
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Discounts For ABMP Members
To access the websites of discount providers, log in to ABMP.com.
From the Your ABMP Account menu, select “Discounts for Members.”

ABMP has partnered with a variety of service providers who offer generous discounts to ABMP members. All offers are subject to change. Please
contact partner service providers directly—by phone or through the websites listed in the Members section of www.abmp.com—for complete
details and terms of all discount programs.

Business Needs

Wellness & Insurance

ABMP Silver Legal Plan. Free consultation
and 20 percent discount on legal services:
800-993-8886.

Aflac. Supplemental insurance programs for
accidents or serious illnesses, regardless of other
health insurance coverage. Call 913-322-1473, ext.
308, and leave a message including your zip code.

new

Beneficial Capital. Complimentary processing/
documentation fee: 800-886-8944.

Dental Benefits Max. Low individual and
family monthly rates, 15-50 percent off procedures,
network of 81,000+ dentists: 800-818-7587.

Bodyworkmall.com. 20 percent discount; good
on phone orders only. Call 866-387-4802 and
mention code BWM-ABMP.

I-surance. Affordable monthly premiums,
discounts and choice of doctors, carriers, and
plans. Individual, dental, vision, life, disability,
and travel insurance: 866-875-9449.

Caldwell Legal USA. Discounted personal
and business legal services: 800-222-3035.

new

Outlook Vision. Discounted glasses,
contacts, hearing aids, and prescription drugs.
Visit www.outlookvision.com for a list of providers
in your area; to sign up for the program, call
800-458-2267, ext. 628.

Crocs. Get 25 percent discount on Crocs Work
and Medical/RX shoe lines; log in to ABMP.com
to access your discount.
Dell. Member-only pricing, with up to 30 percent
off list prices for select configurations of Dell
consumer PCs, 10 percent off mobility products,
and free shipping on systems $599 and up:
800-695-8133 (member ID# HS112612329).
FullSlate. Up to 40 percent off online scheduling
software; free trial; visit www.FullSlate.com/abmp.
H&R Block. Reduced personal/business tax
preparation fees: 800-786-3429.

new

Liberty Mutual. Discounted home and auto
insurance: 800-357-2305 (client #102441).

Intuit GoPayment. Accept credit cards on
your mobile phone. Sign up now and get your
free card reader; log in to ABMP.com for details.

new

new

Constant Contact. Easy, affordable email
marketing to keep you connected with your
customers. Receive 20 percent off when you
pre-pay for six months of service or 25 percent
off when you pre-pay for one year.

VPI Pet Insurance. Get 5 percent discount
on pet insurance; use your vet of choice. Visit
ABMP.com for details.

Travel and Leisure

Alamo. Drive Happy and get a discount on
your next car rental: 800-462-5266 (contract ID
#93879).
Choice Hotels International. Discounts
at participating hotels: 800-258-2847
(code 00800399).
FTD. Discounts on delivered gifts, flowers, and
plants: 800-736-3383 (department code 4572).

Journal of Bodywork & Movement
Therapies. Discounted individual subscriptions:
877-839-7126.

National Car Rental. Receive a discount on
your next rental. Go National. Go Like a Pro.
800-227-7368 (contract ID #5028763).

Milady. Ten percent off all publications:
800-347-7707 (promotional code 8DPML092).

Online & Wireless Services

new

Pedestrian Shops. Receive 15 percent discount
on all shoes; log in to ABMP.com for coupon code.

new

Office Depot. Discounts on selected office
supplies, services, delivery, and print services.

UMB Visa® Credit Card. No annual fee, low
introductory APR, no balance transfer fees for 6 months,
bonus points and rewards, great benefits, ABMPthemed cards. www.cardpartner.com/app/abmp.
VistaPrint. Free and discounted printed business
materials. Choose from design templates
or update a design of your own.

TheGiftCardCafe.com. Increase sales with
instant gift certificates. Call 800-410-8103
(referral code 99).
T-Mobile. Discounted services and equipment:
866-464-8662 (promotional code: 8158TMOFAV).
Log in to ABMP.com for details.
Verizon Wireless. Discounted services and
equipment; an ABMP email account is necessary
to qualify for the discount. Log in to ABMP.com
for details.

®

